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INDICATION FOR CONTEXT-AWARENESS

METHOD

RESULTS

CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVE

(RQ1) no impact of context-aware or personal HMIs on usability
compared to static HMIs, slightly but not significantly lower user
experience ratings for context-aware HMI concepts

(RQ2) no difference in usability and user experience between both
adaptation strategies

Context-aware HMIs seem to provide usability and user experience in
an automotive context and have the potential to support resource
allocation while providing usability and user experience.

N = 15 (n = 8 female), 

M = 43 years (SD = 13; 23-61 years)

»field study (28 km) in an Opel  
Grandland X with a leading car

»HMI Design Principle:
The more relevant the information is for 
the primary driving task, the closer it is 
displayed to the  central line of sight.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
(RQ1) Do context-aware HMIs have a benefit over static HMIs? 
(RQ2) Which adaptation strategy is best to use?

HMI concept
urban: 

high complexity
rural:

low complexity

static
minimal minimal minimal

loaded loaded loaded

context-
aware

Support loaded minimal

Distraction minimal loaded

personal preference minimal/loaded minimal/loaded

loaded HMI

generic design without O/V styling

[1]

(1) Usability (System Ease Question [10])
»no significant effect of the HMI concepts, p = .172, ƞp

2 = .106
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(2) User Experience (User Experience Short Questionnaire [11])
»significant effect of the HMI concepts, p = .039, ƞp

2 = .163
»pragmatic quality: minimal > context-aware HMIs, p < .061
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user experience

low

high

increase in display, control and 
assistance features

» changing requirements [6,7]

VEHICLE
characteristics & systems

impacts willingness and 
performance in non-driving 

related tasks [4,5]
» varying environments [6,8]

ENVIRONMENT
road type & traffic

variable information 
processing capabilities [2,3]
» heterogeneous group [6]

DRIVER
abilities & capabilities

© Google Maps [9]start/
finish

urban

urban

rural

As the increase in displaying space does not necessarily imply further support of the driver, a context-aware adaptation of the content can
support the driver’s resource allocation. In this field study (N=15), two context-aware HMI concepts were evaluated. They were modified based
on a previous simulator study (N=41) that showed no difference between context-aware and static HMIs in usability and user experience, but a
preference for a personally-configured. Here, the HMI adapts in information content and quantity based on the driving scenario complexity.
The context-aware HMIs were tested against two static and a personal preference HMI in a five hours test drive. No difference for perceived
usability was found, but the context-aware HMIs were rated slightly lower in user experience. Contrary to the previous study, the personal
preference did not outperform the other concepts. Hence, context-aware HMIs seem to provide usability and user experience in an
automotive context.

minimal HMI

generic design without O/V styling


